Implement Zearn Math
Curriculum Professional Learning Series

Teachers

**Launch Zearn Math**
8 hr  |  K-5, 6-8  |  [Full agenda →]
Unpack the materials and digital platform and dive deep into a math lesson.

**Grow with Zearn Data**
8 hr  |  K-5, 6-8  |  [Full agenda →]
Explore student progress data and learn how to annotate and adjust lessons.

Leaders

**Launch Zearn Math for Leaders**
8 hr  |  K-8  |  [Full agenda →]
Unpack the materials and digital platform and dive deep into a math lesson. Learn methods for leading and monitoring strong implementation.

**Grow with Zearn Data for Leaders**
3 hr  |  K-8  |  [Full agenda →]
Explore student progress data and learn how to support independent learning.

*On-demand Curriculum Study PD sessions* are available as an asynchronous instructional resource for every objective of K-5 math.

Contact us to learn more.